
The Beauty Brand with Buzz

koparibeauty.com

Hook up with us. Tag #beautyinanutshell so we can flaunt you on our feed.

As seen on NBC’s TODAY

Kopari’s guide to the coconut beauty lifestyle 



Say Aloha to Kopari Beauty. In a nutshell, we’re passionate 

about products that make you look gorgeous with ingredients 

that make you feel great.  

Let’s make coconut a friend with many benefits. Let’s hook up 
with hydration. Moisturize like a boss. Love on lips. Wipe out 

wrinkles. Cure cuticles. Tame fuzzy flyaways. Split ends, be gone. 

At Kopari, we coconut like we give a damn. We’re unnaturally 

obsessed with all things au naturel. We’re prejudiced against 

parabens, and we give a sti  middle finger to sulfates.  

So we’re calling all coconut virgins and junkies and everyone in-

between. Let’s grab life by the coconuts. Because coconut is one 

mother of a multitasker. And we think that’s beautiful.

Coconuts are the natural, organic, jack-of-all-fruits. That’s why every product 

starts with 100% organic coconut oil and is made with the purest intentions. 

We use 100% pure, organic coconut oil sourced from small family  

farms in the Philippines.

All of our products are made as naturally as possible with the safest 

ingredients. Pinky swear. 

No sulfates. No silicones. No parabens. No GMOs. No toxins. No kidding.

We don’t compromise performance (nope, not ever).Our products are 

absolutely e ective, salon- uality, spa-worthy, beauty bombshells. 

We use the right blend of pure ingredients with cutting-edge 
chemistry to enhance the benefits of coconut oil.  

We believe in being totally transparent about our formulas and stand  

by every ingredient decision we make. No really, ask us anything.

It’s Coconut. Not complicated.

With Kopari you can coconut with confidence because:



This is the holy grail of coconut oil. We’re talking straight up, 100% organic 

coconut oil that’s so pure it’s absurd. Fatty acids galore to repair skin, moisturize 

like a boss, balance skin tone and shrink those pesky pores. Oodles of Vitamin E 

and proteins to grow hair, strengthen it and prevent loss. Let’s not forget lots of 

lauric acid allowing oil to easily penetrate the hair shaft so your hair soaks up all 

the goodness. Oh, and it’s virgin, so you don’t have to be.

deepest conditioning hair mask 

Coat your hair from tip to root, toss it up in a bun 
& relax for 40 minutes. Then hop in the shower  
& shampoo twice.

bath boost 

Scoop out a gob, drop it into the bath and soak 
in all the glorious benefits. Careful, your tub may 
be slippery.

super shave oil 

Slather on, shave as normal, rinse and rub in 
remaining oil to moisturize.

oh-ma-god massage oil 

Scoop it out and heat it up for sexy time.  
Test temp first to make sure it’s not too hot.

baby butter 

Coconut your cutie and massage baby all over. 

This is how you Melt

Coconut your everything  
Kopari Multitaskers 

 

These beauties can do it all. Our original lineup of coconut oil multi- 

taskers include a melt, body glow, sheer oil, and a balm to take on  

any task. These products work hard to keep your skin hydrated,  

your hair smooth and your body glowing. 

sheer oil 

The anti-aging  

face oil 

body glow  

The shimmering 

body oil 

melt 

The mother of all 

multitaskers 

balm 

The intensive  

moisturizing balm

Coconut purists, you’re among friends 
Organic Coconut Melt



Coconut your face 
Kopari Skincare 

 

Splash, spritz, hydrate, pucker and go. Our fresh-faced coconut 

skincare system will have you back to your gorgeous self in four 

simple steps. Morning and night, we keep it clean and light with  

a cleansing oil, rose toner, face cream and lip love. 

cleansing oil  

The purifying cleanser 

rose toner 

The pore tightener 

face cream 

The heavenly hydrator 

lip love 

The nourishing gloss 

Coconut your bod 
Kopari Bodycare  
 

The holy-hydrating, ultra-nourishing, super-softening coconut for your  

whole bod. This sweet-smelling body care line contains a scrub, a dry oil,  

and a lightweight lotion made to love you all over from the neck down.

scrub 

The body bu   

body milk  

The lightweight lotion 

body oil  

The gardenia- 

scented dry oil 

 


